
KONSTANTINOS DILZAS FROM GREECE -
PETRA & EFHI NEW REMIXES & IMA
AWARDS 2016
80s Revival Italo Disco Remixes, Ibiza
Club Remix & 2 Nominations at IMA
2016!

NEW YORK, USA, USA, September 29,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Konstantinos
Dilzas from Greece has just released two
brand new remixes following up the
dance version of his song “Petra & Efhi”
which entered iTunes Latin USA an
International Charts last December

The 80s Revival Italo Disco Remix was
produced by the Dutch Dj Chrisz and is
released in two versions:

(i) The 80s REVIVAL ITALO DISCO
EXTENDED REMIX which was filmed in
a special video clip with Shadow dancers
and was uploaded at YouTube (over 4500
views in a month) -
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHX
qLDbttTo) &

(ii) The 80s REVIVAL ITALO DISCO RADIO EDIT which was uploaded at Dj Chrisz internet page
among his other remixes on Eiffel 65, Lodonbeat, 20 Fingures etc... (
http://www.djchrisz.com/portfolio/)

The Ibiza Club mix was produced by the famous DJ CodeBreaker and was also filmed in a special
video clip which is also uploaded at YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAsEBt2gVG0)

The song has also been included at Dj Codebreaker’ s portfolio and has been uploaded to
soundcloud (https://soundcloud.com/codebreakerjoy/petra-efhi-trance-mix)

A slightly different version of this remix has been uploaded at DJ Codebreaker’s YouTube Channel as
Trance Mix - (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTfz06GMD9U)

We reached Konstantinos by his Facebook profile and asked him some more info about this project. 
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He told us that he is very excited from all
this “resonance” of the song in many
countries (Brazil, Italy, Portugal, France,
Turkey, USA, Ukraine, Russia and Israel).

He is also very satisfied from the
comments on the official video clip of
“Petra & Efhi” (Summer Version) and still
cannot believe that the song and the
video clip are about to be nominated at
International Music Awards (IMA) 2016 in
two categories (Best Latin Song and
Best video Clip)

When asked about his new projects he
told us that until December 2016 two
more (and last) remixes of “Petra & Efhi”
are scheduled to be released whilst he
records new songs and some covers on
songs he loves! 

Here is the cover on Lionel Richie’s hit
"Hello"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ks9
WSa2SPfc

and here is the cover on Diana Ross’ hit
“When you tell me that you love me”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uL70
8J5Tq9I

Finally he has already recorded some
new English Electronic Dance Music
(EDM) tracks based on poems he wrote
last year after a personal sad story of
himself. The English lyrics on those
poems were made by Tina Refenes 

We all wish to this sexy guy from Greece
a very very big career at the music
industry!
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